 Due

to a conflicting medical
appointment, this presentation is
prerecorded. I won’t be taking
questions at the meeting.

 Send

questions, requests, suggestions
or comments to my email:
henry.snyder@gallaudet.edu

A Semester-Long Project Lab
H. David Snyder (retired)

A second semester laboratory of an introductory physics
course was replaced by a full-semester project lab in which
students built and tested underwater remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs). This lab was intended to provide a very
different and practical educational experience as compared
to traditional labs. Emphasis was on task planning and
completion, teamwork, electrical measurements, testing of
components and systems, and electronic fabrication.

ROVs And Education
Designing and building an ROV for a specific mission takes
students through the design process, encouraging them to think
creatively and research, test, and evaluate solutions. It also
challenges them to organize their time and resources, all the
while working towards a deadline, just as if they were in the
workplace.
Providing Pathways to the STEM Workforce, Marine Advanced Technology Education (MATE)
Traditional Laboratory

Project Laboratory

1 Limited Time of 2-3 Hours

Much More Time for Testing and Correcting, with One Major
“All-Up” (or “All-Down”?) Product Test Deadline

2 Narrow scope, Do a Single Experiment

Project-Wide Scope, Build a Working System

3 Validate Physical Laws

Use Laws to Think, Build and Plan

4 Start with Working Equipment

Build It Yourself – Test, Debug, Fix, Test,…, Evaluate Solutions

5 Scientific Method, Lab Reports

Problem Solving, Progress Reports

6 Limited Knowledge of Apparatus

More Broad Understanding of Component Parts and the System

Why Pick a
ROV Project?



When I am asked what I do for a living – my reply that I run a company which
operates remotely controlled submarines always arouses interest. Let’s admit
it, it is rather more interesting than working as an electronic whizz-kid,
computer expert, car mechanic, electrical contractor or most civilian street
activities or even as an armed services specialist. Andrew Beveridge of FugroRovtech Limited



Interesting Characteristics of a ROV project


Challenging – Water and Electricity Don’t Mix



Faced with Underwater Problems and Hardware



The ROV Has Unusual Capabilities - Lets You Be Underwater 24/7



Piloting a ROV is a No-Risk Immersion of Yourself into a New, Very Different Environment

ROV Structure
ROVs can be made in many ways. Simple structures built with
PVC pipe are lightweight, easy to build, modify and recycle.

Topside Controller
The main control box is one of three major project tasks to be
done. It is connected to the ROV with a tether consisting of
internet cables and a camera cable.

Device Testing
This is the second major task. Students
learn more in depth about the ROV
technologies by testing hardware and
software of many components individually.

Onboard System
This is the third task. The onboard enclosure holds a computer,
sensors and gripper control. We used a water cooler or tub to
test for leaks. You could also pressurize the enclosure with air
and verify no leaks

Schematics: Topside and Onboard
The student hand-out guides detail ROV construction and wiring
connections in step-by-step detail. Alternatively, it is good for
students to use the ROV schematics to construct, double check and
debug.

Students at the Pool
Students test their work in an “all-up” (or better, “all-down”!)
session at the campus pool. A life guard is present for all pool
sessions. ACHTUNG: No bare feet! Closed-toe shoes only.

My Costs – To Reduce Costs & Time, Use a Simpler Topside Controller and Camera
Item

Estimated
Cost

Possible Vendors

PVC Parts

$50

Home Depot, FlexPVC

Motor Driver #1457 (3)

$180

Pololu

Bilge Motor Assembly (500 gph) and
Aluminum Adapter (4)

$270

West Marine, Home Depot, Master
Airscrew, Hobby Lobby

12V Deep Cycle Battery

$200

Automotive Store, Amazon

12V Battery Charger

$70

Amazon

Sensors

$100

Blue Robotics, Adafruit

Subsea Gripper

$440

Blue Robotics

Arduinos

$65

store-usa.arduino.cc

Tools

$80

Amazon, Home Depot, Adafruit

Binned carts, convertible hand truck

$1000

Amazon, Global Industrial

Fish Camera, InfraRed LEDs, 9” Monitor

$240

Amazon

Miscellaneous Parts, Wiring

$300(?)

AllElectronics, Amazon, Jameco

Total

$3000

Student Evaluation
NOTE: The evaluation forms were designed for traditional laboratories
and provide interesting insights.
Student Evaluation Items
2. Was laboratory time used well?
4. Did laboratory work stimulate you to think
and make judgments about your activity?
5. Did your lab experience help you
understand topics in lecture?
6. Did your lab experience give you a taste of
doing real science?
7. Did your lab experience help you learn to
use equipment?
8. Did your lab experience help you learn to
write lab reports?

Score
4.3
4.4
2.4

3.7
4.3
3.6

Range
1=Never, 5=Always

1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always

Student Evaluation
NOTE: The evaluation forms were designed for traditional laboratories and
the student responses provide interesting insights.

Student Evaluation Items
9. Did your lab experience show you
how to do analysis of data?
10. Did your lab experience teach you to
work as part of a team?
20. Was the instructor willing to meet
with you if you needed help?
21. Were safety rules and hazardous
procedures adequately discussed in the
laboratory?
22. Were safety rules and procedures
followed in the laboratory?
24. How much guidance was given for
writing and revising reports?

Score
3.3
4
4.4

Range
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always
1=Never, 5=Always

4.6
4.7

1=Never, 5=Always

1=Poorly, 4=More than
2.6 Avg

Credits and Notes


Most of the ROV project equipment was funded
through the District of Columbia Space Grant
Consortium.



Thanks to Doug Levin (previously of NOAA) and Marine
Advanced Technology Education (MATE) center of
Monterey, CA for guidance and training.



My Email: henry.Snyder@gallaudet.edu

